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ABSTRACT 
 

Transportation planning has played a critical role in shaping the economic health and 

quality of life for the general public. It not only provides insight into the mobility of 

people and goods, but also influences patterns of growth and economic activity. 

Metropolitan transportation planning is a challenging transportation topic due to the lack 

of future traffic information, such as evaluation of the capacity sufficiency on large 

metropolitan road networks with signalized intersections. The Highway Capacity Manual 

provides methods for analysis of signalized intersections and urban streets for planning; 

however, these methods need detailed traffic volume inputs and lane configurations at 

signalized intersections, which are normally not readily available in metropolitan 

transportation planning. The conventional four step planning process is widely used to 

forecast directional traffic volumes on particular road segments, but the projected 

volumes are not enough for analyzing more detailed information such as capacity 

sufficiency of future road networks. This study discusses the proposed quick v/c ratio 

estimation method developed by integration of available transportation planning data and 

characteristics of signalized intersections. This method merges traffic assignment results 

of the conventional transportation planning procedure to capacity sufficiency estimation. 

By using the proposed method, transportation planners can estimate capacity sufficiency 

of future metropolitan road networks through use of readily available data in 

transportation planning. This method will dramatically decrease the effort required for 

capacity evaluation of large signalized metropolitan road networks. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Metropolitan transportation planning is defined by the FHWA as the process of 

investigation of travel and transportation issues, including various needs in the 

metropolitan areas (FHWA, 2012). Government officials, transportation planners, 

transportation engineers, and researchers are increasingly putting more effort into 

metropolitan transportation planning, which not only provides insight into the mobility of 

people and goods, but also influences patterns of growth and economic activity. 

Metropolitan transportation planning is important to the development of all metropolitan 

areas; however, it is an especially challenging area due to the lack of future traffic 

information, such as methods for evaluating the capacity sufficiency on large 

metropolitan road networks. However, once the v/c ratio is calculated, the capacity 

sufficiency can easily be determined. 

v/c ratio estimation for freeway segments is very common, and is used to determine 

congestion rates on roadways. It is used by DOTs around the country, particularly for 

urban and rural arterial roads with free flow traffic. Transportation planners use models to 

predict future traffic growth for an area, as the volume. Then planners determine the 

appropriate saturation flow rate, which can be estimated using various geometric 

characteristics of the roadway. For arterial roadways with free flow traffic, the saturation 

flow rate is the same as the capacity, since free flow conditions are present. Using this 

information, the appropriate v/c ratios are computed. However, in the case of arterial 

roadways with signalized intersections, the variables increase significantly and 

complexity rises. When the signalized intersection component is added to the standard 

free flow condition, the v/c ratio cannot simply be computed using the existing volume 

and saturation flow data as with arterial roads with free flow traffic, since the capacity is 

variable due to the cross street. Analysis of the v/c ratio for arterial roadways with 

intersections requires use of the proposed method, where the signal timing is estimated to 
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calculate the appropriate capacity. Once the capacity is determined, the v/c ratio can be 

calculated using either the existing or projected volume.  

Throughout this Thesis, the use of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) is discussed, all 

references to this book are from the HCM 2000. 

This Thesis has been split into various chapters to give a depth of understanding of the 

topic. The major sections of the Thesis are detailed below. 

 Introduction 
 Literature Review 
 Comparison of the HCM to the proposed method 
 Conclusion 
 Case Study: US 84 Project 

The literature review chapter gives an overview of the problem, a general understanding 

of the approach, discusses the calculation details of both the HCM method and the 

proposed quick v/c ratio estimation method. The comparison of HCM to proposed 

methods chapter shows the completed models of both methods, whereby intersections in 

the City of Lubbock are used in the model to compare data to prove the validity of the 

proposed method. Lastly, the appendix contains a case study of the US 84 project, where 

detailed information about the project is presented to serve as a basis of the possible real 

world applications of this Thesis. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This section will describe both the HCM and proposed methods in a general sense and in 

terms of the calculations necessary to determine the v/c ratios. Since the HCM method is 

well documented, it will only be described in general. The proposed method will be 

described in greater detail, so the computation process is clear. 

Introduction	of	the	Two	Methods	
 

Currently, most municipalities and DOTs use projected future traffic volumes or traffic 

growth rates for transportation planning. This gives a basic understanding of the effect on 

the future traffic flow; however, this information is not enough for evaluating the future 

capacity sufficiency of a road network or determining the possible bottle-necks and other 

problem points. Due to these reasons, the quick v/c ratio estimation method was 

developed for accurate information, which can be easily used by any transportation 

planner. This method can be utilized for almost any type of capacity analysis situation.  

The basic v/c ratio estimation for freeways is an intuitive and simple process. v/c ratios 

can be calculated by dividing current or projected traffic volumes by freeway saturation 

flows, which are considered as total capacity of freeways. Freeway saturation flows can 

be estimated by using freeway geometric designs (lane number, lane width, etc.) and 

other parameters (HCM, 2000). However, metropolitan road networks include many 

signalized intersections, where road v/c ratios cannot be estimated by the same approach 

as for freeways. Capacities of road segments connected to signalized intersections are 

decided by not only road geometric designs, but also intersection signal timing. To solve 

this issue, the existing (HCM method) was incorporated into the proposed method, to 

determine v/c ratios for arterial roadways with signalized intersections. 
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HCM	Method:	Equalizing	v/s	ratio	method	
 

Chapter 10 of the HCM introduces this methodology for analyzing signalized 

intersections, which is based on known or projected signalization plans at intersections 

(HCM, 2000). It is used to estimate the critical v/c ratio, control delay, and LOS of an 

intersection. A general signal timing estimation method is included for estimating an 

appropriate signal timing plan for intersections. It is noted that the estimated signal 

timing plan is not necessarily the optimal timing plan, but the method is widely used by 

traffic engineers and signal timing software.  

The timing plan estimation procedure includes five major steps:  

1. Phasing plan development 
2. Computation of critical sum 
3. Estimation of total lost time 
4. Cycle length estimation  
5. Effective green time estimation 

 
The critical intersection v/c ratio is calculated with outputs of the above process. The 

critical v/c ratio is an approximate indicator of the overall sufficiency of the intersection 

geometry. It is often used to evaluate the intersection for estimation purposes during 

planning. For signalized intersection planning, Figure 1 (Exhibit A10-9) of the HCM 

expresses the intersection status as over, at, near, or under capacity. With the input of 

traffic volumes, saturation flows, and signal timing cycle length, the v/c ratios of roads 

connected to the intersection can also be estimated by using the signal timing estimation 

process. However, one problem with the method is that the required input parameters are 

often lacking in transportation planning, especially for a large metropolitan road network. 

This method is also efficient for analysis of intersections when all traffic volumes of all 

movements and lane configurations are known. However, it is not appropriate for 

capacity sufficiency analysis in metropolitan transportation planning if large signalized 

road networks are involved, since the required detailed inputs are often not readily 

available.  
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A method for urban street analysis is documented in Chapter 15 of the HCM. The 

objective of an urban street analysis at a planning level is to estimate the operating 

conditions of the facility. The urban street analysis method is based on the signal timing 

estimation procedure in Chapter 10 of the HCM. A major difference between the 

planning analysis of signalized intersections and that of urban streets is the treatment of 

turning vehicles. Since the analysis of an urban street emphasizes through movement, the 

simplifying assumption is that left turns are accommodated by left-turn bays at major 

intersections and by controls of a properly timed separate phase. As a result, many of the 

inputs and complexities of intersection analysis can be simplified by using default values.  

However, Chapter 15 of the HCM does not provide any detailed description on how to 

simplify the signal timing estimation procedure by only considering the through 

movement. It does not introduce the possible impact of left-turn traffic on the accuracy of 

the analysis results either. Therefore, the proposed method was created to solve these 

deficiencies.  

Proposed	Method:	Quick	v/c	ratio	estimation	
 

The proposed method is a simplified v/c ratio estimation procedure, developed for 

evaluating capacity sufficiency of signalized road networks with readily available 

information in metropolitan transportation planning. The quick v/c ratio estimation 

procedure incorporates characteristics of signalized intersections and the availability of 

planning data. At the core of this method and the reasoning for the use of less information 

than the HCM method; is the use of several assumptions for the signal timing and 

phasing. The basic idea of the method is to estimate signal timing of signalized 

intersections, using viable assumptions and readily available data used in transportation 

planning. Then, estimation of the capacity of each road segment using g/C ratios and 

saturation traffic flows are computed, which finally yields the v/c ratio of each road 

segment by calculating the projected future traffic flow and the estimated capacity.  

The proposed method was validated by first creating two models for each method. The 

proposed method was then critically analyzed against the HCM method, to determine if 
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the percent difference is acceptable, and to see what the shortcomings of the method are. 

The quick v/c ratio estimation procedure was also recently accepted into TRB and all 

relevant comments have been incorporated into this study. This shows that the method is 

technically sound and practice ready, as implied by the industry leading professionals 

who reviewed the Thesis 

HCM	Method	Methodology:	Equalizing	v/s	ratio	method	
 

Chapter 10 of the HCM has detailed documentation of this methodology; however, this 

section will discuss in general the HCM method and steps used in this report for 

comparison purposes. The validation models that were created for both models will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  

The first step is determining the appropriate movement codes using Exhibit A10-8 shown 

below as Figure 1. This chart provides the lost time in seconds, and the approach(s) with 

the critical volume.  

 
Figure 1: Phase Plan Summary for HCM Method 
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Next, the critical phase volume needs to be calculated using the appropriate formula 

determined from the information in Figure 1. Subsequently, the lost time per phase (tL) 

and number of lanes (n) are determined. The saturation flow rate (s) is also calculated 

using Equation 1 and finally the v/s ratio is determined using the calculated s and the 

critical phase volume (CV). This process is completed for both the East-West and North-

South phasing plans.   

Equation 1 has the reference flow rate (RS) term, which is the sum of phase flow rates 

representing the theoretical maximum that the intersection could accommodate at an 

infinite cycle length. The recommended value for the RS is computed as an adjusted 

saturation flow rate, where the objective is to produce 90 percent of the v/c ratio for all 

critical movements (Weiner, 1997). 90 percent of the base saturation flow rate of 1700 

pcphpl is about 1530 pcphpl, which is the RS that is used throughout the computations in 

the model. 

 

                                                            (1) 

Where: 

s = saturation flow rate (vph) 
RS = reference sum flow rate (vph) 
n = number of lanes  

 

                                                            (2) 

Where: 

RS = reference sum flow rate (vph) 
PHF = peak hour factor  
f  = area adjustment factor 
  

The intersection status must be computed next. First, the critical sum (CS) is computed 

by summing all the critical phase volumes (CV) as shown in Equations 6 and 7. Then the 

reference sum flow rate (RS) is computed using Equation 2.  The cycle length (C) is 

s RS ∗ n 
	

RS 1710 ∗ PHF ∗ f  
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computed using Equation 3.  The values determined by this equation should be checked 

against reasonable minimums (Cmin) of 60 seconds, which is long enough to serve for 

pedestrians and a maximum (Cmax) of 150 seconds. The min and max values many vary 

depending on engineering judgment. 

 

                                                            (3) 

  

Where: 

C = cycle length (s) 
L = total lost time (s) 
RS = reference sum flow rate (vph) 
CS = critical sum (vph) 
 

Next, the critical v/c ratio (Xcm) is calculated using Equation 4.  

 

                                                           (4) 

Where: 

Xcm = critical v/c ratio 
CS = critical sum (vph) 
RS = reference sum flow rate (vph) 
L = total lost time (s) 
C = cycle length (s) 
 

Once the critical v/c ratio (Xcm) is calculated, the intersection status needs to be 

determined according to Exhibit A10-9 shown as Figure 2.  

 

 

 

C
L

1
min CS, RS

RS

 

	

X
CS

RS 1 L
C
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The effective green time is calculated for each phase individually using Equation 5. Both 

the critical sum (CS) and the critical phase flow rates (CV) are defined in Equations 6 and 

7. 

 

                                                            (5) 

  

Where: 

g = effective green time (s) 
C = cycle length (s) 
L = total lost time (s) 
CV = critical phase flow rate (vph) 
CS = critical sum (vph) 
 

                                                            (6) 

  

Where: 

CS = critical sum (vph) 
Vcritical = volume of the critical phase (vph) 
 
 
 
 

CS Σ V  
	

 

g C L
CV
CS

 

	

 

Figure 2: Intersection Status Criteria for Signalized Intersection Planning Analysis 
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                                                            (7) 

  

Where: 

CV = critical phase flow rate (vph) 
v/scritical = volume to saturation ratio of the critical phase (vph) 
 
Next, the g/C ratio is computed, which is simply the calculated green time divided by the 
cycle length. Using the g/C ratio the capacity is computed, using Equation 8.  
 
 

                                                            (8) 

Where: 

c = capacity (vph) 
g/C = green to cycle ratio 
s = saturation flow rate (vph) 
 
Finally, all the computed information is summarized in the Volume and Traffic Flow 

summary table, discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The v/c ratio for each direction is 

determined through the information computed above.  

Proposed	Method	Methodology:	Quick	v/c	ratio	estimation	method	
 

As described previously, the HCM method requires a selection of the appropriate phase 

plans, where the inputs include details such as individual lane configurations and 

volumes. Ultimately, the v/c ratios are computed using saturation flows and g/C ratios. 

The proposed method uses less information, but the signal timing basics are still essential 

for this method. To estimate v/c ratios of a signalized road network, planners first need to 

estimate signal timing of each signalized intersection, and then determine road capacities 

by using g/C ratios and the saturation traffic flows. Finally, the v/c ratios with directional 

traffic flows and estimated capacities are calculated. 

CV v/s  
	

 

c g/C ∗ s 
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Phase	Design	Assumptions	
 

As discussed previously, the assumptions used in the proposed method are at the core of 

what makes this method more comprehensive and efficient than the HCM method. Below 

are the assumptions for the signal phasing of signalized intersections: 

Assumption 1: Protective left turn movements are assumed to be leading, as shown in the 
Assumption 1 of Figure 3. 

In signal timing design, the order of phases does not impact the green time designated to 

a movement. The leading or lagging position of a protective left turn does not change the 

estimated green time, so the leading protective left turn movement can be assumed 

without impact on the calculated g/C ratio and v/c ratio. This assumption turns the signal 

timing plan of each signalized intersection to the general NEMA phase sequence 

(Gordon, 1996).  

Assumption 2: A pair of left turn movements in opposite directions are assumed to be 
only in the same phase, which means the two left turn movements are assumed to have 
the same green time, as shown in the Assumption 2 of Figure 3. 

Since turning movements, traffic volumes and intersection lane configuration details at 

intersections may be lacking in metropolitan transportation planning, green time of 

protective left turn movements cannot be accurately calculated. Based on Assumption 1, 

the Assumption 2 can simplify the signal timing estimation for planning. This assumption 

may cause the estimated green time for through movements be shorter and bring higher 

estimated v/c ratios for through movements. However, after applying the assumption 3, 

the total green time assigned to this road direction, including green for through movement 

and green for left movement, will be fairly decided by the v/s ratio of this road direction.  

Assumption 3: The left turn phases are assumed to be combined with through movement 
phases in two opposite directions, as Assumption 3 in Figure 3. 

This assumption is for the v/c ratio estimation when there are no left-turn traffic volumes. 

The assumption is based on the fact that both the left-turn and through phases are used for 

discharging the traffic on upstream road segments. Since the left turn movement flow rate 
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is normally lower than through movement, this assumption may overestimate capacities 

of related road segments when the saturation flow of through movement is used. 

However, when there is no detailed information of the left-turn movement traffic, it is 

still a reasonable assumption to give an approximate estimation of the v/c ratios.  

Based on the three signal phasing assumptions listed above, the signal phasing of an 

intersection is approximately estimated as a two-phase plan (Assumption 3 of Figure 3). 
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Methodology	of	the	Proposed	Method	
 

 

Figure 3: Phase Design Assumptions for Road v/c Ratio Estimation 
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Methodology	of	the	Proposed	Method	
 

The proposed method called, quick v/c ratio estimation method has five major steps, 

shown below. 

1. Determine the critical movement of the two phases 
2. Determine the cycle length 
3. Calculate the green time estimation for each phase 
4. Calculate the capacity for each movement 
5. Estimate the v/c ratios for each movement 

Each of the steps is described in detail below. 

Step 1: Determine the critical movement of the two phases 

The critical v/s ratio of both the East-West and North-South phasing plans need to be 

determined. From Equation 1, the saturation flow rate (s) is computed; then using the 

projected directional traffic volume and number of lanes, the volume to saturation ratio 

(v/s) is computed for each of the four approaches. The movement with higher v/s ratio in 

each phase is the critical movement. 

Step 2: Determine the cycle length 

The total lost time (tL) and reference sum flow rate (RS) is determined by Equation 2. 

The default values of 3 seconds yellow time and 1-second all-red time from the HCM are 

used for each phase. Therefore, the total lost time (tL) of the two-phase signal timing is 8 

seconds, as noted in the assumptions section. The critical sum (CS) is determined by 

Equation 6, and finally the calculated cycle length (C) is computed by Equation 3. If a 

fixed cycle length is required for signal coordination in a metropolitan area, that value 

should be used. The boundary limits for the cycle length are minimum (Cmin) of 60 

seconds and a maximum (Cmax) of 150 seconds.  

Step 3: Green time estimation 

The effective green time (g) estimation for each phase can be computed using Equation 5. 

The cycle length (C) is divided among the conflicting phases in the phase plan on the 
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basis of the principle of equalizing the degree of saturation for the critical movements. 

The lost time per cycle (L) is subtracted from the cycle length (C) to determine the 

effective green time per cycle (g). This is based on the proportion of the critical phase 

flow rate sum for each phase determined in a previous step.  

This method of estimating green time will not necessarily minimize the overall delay at 

the intersection, but is commonly used by traffic engineers. 

Step 4: Calculate roadway capacity of each movement 

The practical capacity (cl) of each road direction to the intersection can be estimated by 

its ideal capacity, which is the saturation flow (sl); effective green time (gl) and cycle 

lengths (C) are also used, as shown in Equation 9. For a two-way road segment, its 

directional capacity is decided by the downstream intersection. 

 

                                                            (9) 

  

Where: 

cl = practical capacity of the direction to the intersection of the lth road segment (vph) 
sl = saturation traffic flow of the direction to the intersection of the lth road segment 
(vph) 
gl = effective green time of the direction to the intersection of the lth road segment (s) 
C = cycle length (s) 
 

Step 5: Estimate roadway v/c ratios for each movement 

The directional v/c ratios of roads are estimated with projected traffic flows and 

directional road capacities by Equation 10.  

 

                                                            (10) 
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Where: 

(v/c)l = v/c ratio of the direction to the intersection of the lth road segment (vph) 
vl = projected future traffic flow of the direction to the intersection of the lth road 
segment (vph) 
cl = practical capacity of the direction to the intersection of the lth road segment (vph) 
The traffic volume data from transportation planning are normally directional Annual 

Average Daily Traffic Volume (AADT). The peak hour traffic flow ( vl ) can be estimated 

by Equation 11. 

 

                                                            (11) 

  

Where: 

vl = projected future traffic flow of the direction to the intersection of the lth road 
segment (vph) 
AADT= directional annual average daily traffic volume of the direction to the 
intersection of the lth road segment (vpd) 
K= proportion of daily traffic occurring in peak hour (decimal) 

 

K is between 0.07 and 0.12 for urban areas, when 0.1 is normally used as the default 

value (AASHTO, 1996).  

 

 

v AADT ∗ K 
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CHAPTER III 

COMPARISON OF THE HCM TO THE PROPOSED 

METHOD 
 

In this chapter, the models that were created for both the HCM and the proposed methods 

are shown. Also, to validate the effect of the proposed method, a direct comparison of the 

two methods is performed. In the analysis, 16 road segments connected to four signalized 

intersections are modeled and analyzed. The models graphically and quantitatively 

compare the v/c ratios of the HCM method, to those of the proposed method.  

Below are the default parameters from the HCM which were used for both methods. 

 Minimum Green Time - 60 seconds 
 Maximum Green Time - 150 seconds 
 Lost Time per Phase - 4 seconds (3s yellow time plus 1s all red time) 
 Saturation flow rate - 1530 vphpl 

Four intersections in the City of Lubbock were selected for this analysis, as shown in 

Figure 4. The intersections modeled are shown below. 

 50th Street: Indiana Avenue and Memphis Avenue 
 Avenue Q: 10th Street and Main Street 

The intersections on 50th Street are operated by signal timing plans with protected left 

turn movements, and the intersections on Avenue Q are operated with permitted left turn 

movements, as discussed through Figure 4.  
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When using the HCM method the phasing plan needs to be analyzed using Exhibit A10-8 

shown as Figure 1. For example, the phase sequence used for the intersection of Indiana 

Avenue and 50th Street was plan 3b. Then the detailed traffic volumes and lane 

configurations are used to calculate the cycle length and green time for each phase. The 

maximum cycle length times were used for Indiana and Memphis Avenue, and the 

minimum time was used for Main Street. With this information, the v/c ratios for each 

movement were calculated. In this analysis, the right turn movements were not 

considered, as their impact is minimal to the signal timing of the intersections.  

The calculation procedure for the proposed method is very similar to the HCM method. 

The major difference is that the proposed method eliminates the need for transportation 

planners to estimate an appropriate phasing plan, rather directly use the two phase design 

based on the assumptions, discussed in Chapter 2. The traffic volumes used by the 

proposed method were the directional traffic flows on road segments. 

 

 

Figure 4: Study Intersection Locations 
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The rest of this chapter includes many tables and figures. For ease of understanding, 

below is a reiteration of the Table of Contents detailing the order and naming convention 

used for the tables and figures to follow. 

 

50th Street: Indiana Avenue and Memphis Avenue Model ...............................................28 

              ► HCM Method: Equalizing v/s ratio method  ............................................................29 

                          • Indiana Avenue ..........................................................................................29 

                          • Memphis Avenue ........................................................................................31 

              ► Proposed Method: Quick v/c ratio estimation method ..............................................33 

                          • Indiana Avenue ..........................................................................................33 

                          • Memphis Avenue ........................................................................................38 

              ► Comparison of the models: Indiana Avenue ............................................................40 

              ► Comparison of the models: Memphis Avenue .........................................................42 
 

Avenue Q: 10th Street and Main Street Model ..................................................................44 

              ► HCM Method: Equalizing v/s ratio method  ............................................................45 

                          • 10th Street ..................................................................................................45 

                          • Main Street ................................................................................................47 

              ► Proposed Method: Quick v/c ratio estimation method ..............................................49 

                          • 10th Street ..................................................................................................49 

                          • Main Street ................................................................................................51 

              ► Comparison of the models: 10th Street ....................................................................53 

              ► Comparison of the models: Main Street ..................................................................55 
 

Disadvanges of Propsed Model .........................................................................................57 

              ► Left turn model  ....................................................................................................58 
 

Summary of Results ...........................................................................................................60 
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50th	Street:	Indiana	Avenue	and	Memphis	Avenue	Model	
 

This section discusses the first two intersections analyzed in this model, shown in Figure 

5. In particular, the HCM - Equalizing v/s ratio method and the proposed - quick v/c ratio 

estimation method’s calculations as discussed in Chapter 2 will be shown. For the 

proposed method, a step by step description will be shown for Indiana Avenue to further 

understand the process. Finally, the two methods will be compared to each other using 

graphs to portray the results of the two models side by side.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 5: Study Intersections – Indiana and Memphis Avenue 
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HCM	Method:	Equalizing	v/s	ratio	method	
Tables 1- 4 are the HCM method calculation spreadsheets for both Indiana Avenue and 

Memphis Avenue. Tables 1 and 3 show the phase movement codes, v/s ratios, and the 

green time calculation. Tables 2 and 4 show the summary results including the final v/c 

ratios for each approach. 

 Indiana Avenue 

Table 1: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for Indiana Avenue –  

(HCM Method) 
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Table 2: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for Indiana Avenue –  

(HCM Method) 
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 Memphis Avenue 

 

 

 

Table 3: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for Memphis Avenue –  

(HCM Method) 
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Table 4: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for Memphis Avenue – (HCM Method) 
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Tables 10-13 are for the proposed method calculations for both Indiana Avenue and 

Memphis Avenue. Tables 5-9 show a step by step method of the proposed method for 

Indiana Avenue, which is shown to further understand the methodology used. Tables 10 

and 12 show the v/s ratios, cycle length, and the green time calculation. Tables 11and 13 

show the summary results including the final v/c ratios for each approach. 

Proposed	Method:	Quick	v/c	ratio	estimation	method	
 Indiana Avenue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Step 1: Determination of Critical Movement for Indiana Avenue –  

(Proposed Method) 
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Table 6: Step 2: Determination of Cycle Length for Indiana Avenue –  

(Proposed Method) 

Table 7: Step 3: Green Time Estimation for Indiana Avenue –  

(Proposed Method) 
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Table 8: Step 4: Calculation of Capacity for Indiana Avenue – (Proposed Method) 

Table 9: Step 5: Estimation of v/c Ratio for Indiana Avenue – (Proposed Method) 
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Table 10: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for Indiana Avenue –  

(Proposed Method) 
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Table 11: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for Indiana Avenue – (Proposed Method) 
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 Memphis Avenue 

 

 

 

Table 12: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for Memphis Avenue –  

(Proposed Method)
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Table 13: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for Memphis Avenue – (Proposed Method) 
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Table 14 show the results of the comparison of the two methods, where the v/c ratios are 

compared to give the percent change. Table 15 uses the same v/c ratio data labeled as 

“calculated v/c ratio (0%)” and simulates percentage increase and decrease of the v/c 

ratio, for a better understanding of the extreme impact of the traffic demand to the 

accuracy of the proposed mode. Finally, Figure 6 shows all the data shown in Table 14 

graphically. 

Comparison	of	the	models:	Indiana	Avenue	
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 14: v/c Ratio for HCM vs. Proposed Method for Indiana Avenue –  

(Proposed Method) 

Table 15: v/c Ratio Increase and Decrease for HCM and Proposed Methods for 
Indiana Avenue – (Proposed Method)
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Figure 6: v/c Ratio Estimation Comparison for Indiana Avenue and 50th Street 
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Table 16 show the results of the comparison of the two methods, where the v/c ratios are 

compared to give the percent change. Table 17 uses the same v/c ratio data labeled as 

“calculated v/c ratio (0%)” and simulates percentage increase and decrease of the v/c 

ratio, for a better understanding of the extreme impact of the traffic demand to the 

accuracy of the proposed mode. Finally, Figure 7 shows all the data shown in Table 17 

graphically. 

Comparison	of	the	models:	Memphis	Avenue	
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 16: v/c Ratio for HCM vs. Proposed Method for Memphis Avenue –  

(Proposed Method) 

Table 17: v/c Ratio Increase and Decrease for HCM and Proposed Methods for  

Memphis Avenue – (Proposed Method) 
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Figure 7: v/c Ratio Estimation Comparison for Memphis Avenue and 50th Street 
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Avenue	Q:	10th	Street	and	Main	Street	Model	
 

This section discusses the final two intersections analyzed in this model, shown in Figure 

8. In particular, the HCM - Equalizing v/s ratio method and the proposed - quick v/c ratio 

estimation method’s calculations as discussed in Chapter 2 will be shown. The two 

methods will be compared to each other using graphs to portray the results of the two 

models side by side. 

 

 Figure 8: Study Intersections – 10th and Main Street 
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HCM	Method:	Equalizing	v/s	ratio	method	
 

Below are the HCM method calculations for both 10th Street and Main Street.  

 10th Street 

Tables 18- 21 are the HCM method calculations for both 10th Street and Main Street.    

Tables 18 and 20 show the phase movement codes, v/s ratios, and the green time 

calculation. Tables 19 and 21 show the summary results including the final v/c ratios for 

each approach. 

 

 

 

 

Table 18: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for 10th Street – (HCM Method) 
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Table 19: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for 10th Street – (HCM Method) 
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 Main Street 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 20: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for Main Street (HCM Method) 
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Table 21: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for Main Street – (HCM Method) 
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Tables 22-25 are for the proposed method calculations for both 10th Street and Main 

Street. Tables 22 and 24 show the v/s ratios, cycle length, and the green time calculation. 

Tables 23 and 25 show the summary results including the final v/c ratios for each 

approach. 

Proposed	Method:	Quick	v/c	ratio	estimation	method	
 10th Street 

 

 

Table 22: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for 10th Street –  

(Proposed Method) 
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Table 23: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for 10th Street – (Proposed Method) 
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 Main Street 

 

 

 

Table 24: Control Delay and v/c Ratio Estimation for Main Street –  

(Proposed Method) 
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Table 25: Volume and Traffic Flow Summary Table for Main Street – (Proposed Method) 
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Table 26 show the results of the comparison of the two methods, where the v/c ratios are 

compared to give the percent change. Table 27 uses the same v/c ratio data labeled as 

“calculated v/c ratio (0%)” and simulates percentage increase and decrease of the v/c 

ratio, for a better understanding of the extreme impact of the traffic demand to the 

accuracy of the proposed mode. Finally, Figure 9 shows all the data shown in Table 27 

graphically.  

Comparison	of	the	models:	10th	Street	
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 26: v/c Ratio for HCM vs. Proposed Method for 10th Street – (Proposed Method) 

Table 27: v/c Ratio Increase and Decrease for HCM and Proposed Methods for 
10th Street – (Proposed Method)
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Figure 9: v/c Ratio Estimation Comparison for 10th Street and Avenue Q 
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Table 28 show the results of the comparison of the two methods, where the v/c ratios are 

compared to give the percent change. Table 29 uses the same v/c ratio data labeled as 

“calculated v/c ratio (0%)” and simulates percentage increase and decrease of the v/c 

ratio, for a better understanding of the extreme impact of the traffic demand to the 

accuracy of the proposed model. Finally, Figure 10 shows all the data shown in Table 29 

graphically. 

Comparison	of	the	models:	Main	Street	
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 28: v/c Ratio for HCM vs. Proposed Method for Main Street –  

(Proposed Method)

Table 29: v/c Ratio Increase and Decrease for HCM and Proposed Methods for 
Main Street – (Proposed Method)
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 Figure 10: v/c Ratio Estimation Comparison for Main Street and Avenue Q 
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Disadvantages	of	Proposed	Model	
 

To test the impact of extreme traffic demands to the accuracy of the proposed method, the 

model was tested by using different percentages of left turn traffic volumes when the total 

volume of left-turn and through movements were the same. The northbound approach of 

the intersection of Indiana Avenue and 50th Street was selected for the test. 

The estimation results and related left turn percentages are shown in Table 30 and Figure 

11. Table 30 shows the original NB approach volume and the calculated HCM method 

v/c ratios highlighted in yellow. The original volume has 33 percent left turn volume, and 

the proposed method estimated the v/c ratio with a 4.30 percent difference, as shown 

before in Table 14. However, as seen through the graphs, when the left turn volume is 

decreased to 0 percent and increased to 100 percent the model can either 

under/overestimate the v/c ratio. Therefore, it is noted that much of the differences in the 

accuracy of the model comes from the left turn ratio. With the increase of the left turn 

ratio, the difference increases too, in both directions. The reason for this is described 

further in the Summary of Results section below. 
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Left	turn	model	
 

 

 
Table 30: v/c Ratio for Left Turning Model 
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Figure 11: Left Turn v/c Ratio Estimation Comparison for Indiana and 50th Street
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Summary	of	Results	
 

The calculated v/c ratios for the four study intersections were summarized above in 

Figures 6-7 and 9-10. During the selection of the study intersections, an unbiased sample 

of intersections were chosen in terms of the lane based traffic volume distribution. For 

example, Indiana and Memphis has more through traffic, while 10th and Main has more 

left and right turn traffic. The analysis shows that the traffic allocation has a large impact 

on the accuracy of the model. 

In an effort to simulate a variety of traffic demand models, a different group of traffic 

volumes were used for the selected intersections. For example, the Synchro model 

volumes shown in Figures 5 and 8 are the basic volumes, which were counted in the field. 

Table 15, 17 and 27, 29 shows the group of growth rates that were applied to the basic 

volumes to generate volumes for different traffic demands. 

One of the most important conclusions of this model is that the v/c ratios, especially 

ratios of the critical approaches (approach with the highest volume), calculated by the 

proposed method are close to the ratios calculated by the HCM method. The difference of 

the non-critical approaches may be higher, but these non-critical approaches are not as 

important as the critical approaches to capacity evaluation in transportation planning.  

The average standard error of the HCM to the proposed methods for all 16 directional 

road segments analyzed was 14.29 percent. The error was less for the critical approaches 

at 9.23 percent. Through the analysis it was found that the proposed model works ideally 

if there is about 70 percent through traffic and 30 percent allocation for other movements. 

The main reason for the difference in HCM to proposed v/c ratios is the use of the simple 

two –phase assumption and the left turn ratio. The fact of the matter is that the HCM 

method uses more inputs and the exact signal phasing information; therefore inherently 

yielding a greater accuracy. The proposed method uses less information, yet is able to 

give relatively accurate results.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this study, a v/c ratio estimation procedure for signalized road networks called the 

Quick v/c ratio estimation method was developed to evaluate the road network capacity 

with limited data, which would be readily available to engineers in the transportation 

planning sector. The proposed method takes into account the characteristics of signalized 

intersections and the availability of data. At the core of this method, is the use of several 

assumptions on signal phasing plans. The general idea of the proposed method is to 

estimate the signal timing of signalized intersections within metropolitan road networks, 

using the signal phasing assumptions and readily available planning data for inputs. The 

next step is to estimate the capacity of each road segment using the g/C ratio and 

saturation traffic flows. Finally, the v/c ratio of each road segment can be calculated 

using the projected future traffic flow and the estimated capacity. The data from the 

models prove that the proposed method is valid and does provide reasonable v/c ratio 

estimation that is within the standard acceptable error threshold.  

By using the proposed method, transportation planners can estimate capacity sufficiency 

of future metropolitan road networks with the basic geometric design information. This 

method can be used by transportation planners, as a method for quick calculation of v/c 

ratios rather than using the traditional transportation planning procedure. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the higher the left turn ratio is, a greater error is likely, which is caused by the 

lack of initial information entered into the method. Therefore, this method is ideal for 

large arterial corridors with a large ratio of through traffic. The recommendation for 

intersections with high left turn ratios is to use detailed signalized intersection analysis, 

especially if the calculated v/c ratio is unrealistically high (over 1.0). In general, 

transportation planners only need detailed traffic volumes, lane configurations, and signal 

phasing estimation at very limited intersections and road segments. Therefore, the 

proposed method is the ideal method for the vast majority of roadway segments needing 
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this type of analysis. This method dramatically decreases the required effort for capacity 

evaluation of a large metropolitan road network. Ultimately, it saves time and money for 

the agency using this method, without sacrificing quality. Below is a summary of the 

advantages and disadvantages of both methods, and when the proposed method should be 

used. 

HCM Method (pros and cons) 
 

 Very accurate v/c ratio values 
 An approved and proven method 

 

 Phase plan needs to be selected 
 Very detailed lane information needed (movement based traffic volumes) 

 

Proposed Method (pros and cons) 

 No phase plan selection is needed 
 Less detailed information needed (directional traffic volumes) 

 

 Is not a widely accepted method yet 
 Accuracy decreases with change in left turn volume ratio 

 

When should the proposed method be used? 

 If very detailed data does not exist for the roadway segment 
 If the through approach carries over 60 percent of the total volume 
 If a quick analysis is necessary 
 If there are many intersections along the analysis corridor 
 If it is needed to verify v/c ratios calculated through traffic estimates and projections 
  

Future research on this topic can include a variety of topics, from adapting the proposed 

method into other existing methods to improve accuracy, to creating better user 

integration of the proposed method.  

One topic of future research is to use the proposed method in the traffic assignment 

procedure of the traditional four step transportation planning method to improve the 

traffic assignment accuracy for signalized road networks by using capacity, rather than 
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saturation flow to determine v/c ratios. Another topic is to create a practical program to 

import traffic volume data from a program like Synchro or TransCAD to a spreadsheet 

which can automatically calculate the approach v/c ratios.  
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APPENDIX A 

CASE STUDY - US 84 PROJECT 
 

The US 84 project was a project funded by the Texas Department of Transportation, 

contracted to TechMRT. This project involved many parts of transportation planning, 

including the four step transportation planning method, route feasibility analysis, truck 

surveys, and origin to destination studies. Particularly of interest to this Thesis were the 

traffic flow, volume, and v/c ratio characteristics of the study section. Unfortunately, the 

project deadline for US 84 had passed by the time positive remarks had come back for the 

proposed method, resulting in the inability to implement the proposed method into the US 

84 project. Generalized v/c ratios for the major corridors with free flow traffic conditions 

were easily computed; however, detailed v/c ratio analysis for arterial roadways with 

intersections would have proved very useful for this project.  

Problem	Statement	
 

During the studies performed for US 84 pertaining to v/c ratio analysis, when estimating 

future v/c ratios for roadway sections, the method used was simple interpolation, traffic 

growth rates, and calculation of percent increase or decrease of historic ADT values, to 

estimate future volume. That method can only give the research team general trends, and 

may not be highly accurate. This is when the research team became interested in a more 

efficient method to calculate estimated future v/c ratios, with reasonable accuracy. 

During this process the idea of signal timing estimation to determine capacity became a 

subject of interest, which would help with the initial problem as well. After further 

review, no scholarly articles on this subject was found; allowing the research team to 

attempt to determine an efficient method by using principles found in the HCM to solve 

this problem. 
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Below is the US 84 project background and technical details; described to give the reader 

a better understanding of the problem, and to show the effectiveness of the proposed 

solution. 

Project	Background	
 

Lubbock continues to grow, resulting in increased freight traffic entering the city to serve 

a multitude of industries. For this purpose, US 84 is one of the main corridors for quick 

and efficient movement of freight to and through Lubbock. US 84 is arguably the most 

important highway in Lubbock, due to the fact that it connects the major commercial 

hubs in the City of Lubbock to the Interstate system, which leads to other major cities. 

For example, on the south side of town, US 84 provides access to I-20 which runs 

through the heart of the southern United States, connecting many large metropolitan areas 

on the way. On the north side of Lubbock, US 84 joins Lubbock to New Mexico and I-

40, which connects to major cities such as Los Angeles. It passes through the heart of 

Lubbock signed as Ave. Q and goes to the southeast of the city as the Slaton highway. 

After bypassing the town of Slaton, US 84 makes a gentle turn to the east, following a 

generally southeasterly direction and heads through Post, Snyder, and Roscoe, where it 

merges with I-20. It is used for freight transport to and from Lubbock and it joins 

Lubbock to New Mexico and the rest of Northwestern Texas and the US.  

Currently, most freight lines choose to forego using East Loop 289, in favor of the more 

direct route, which has less geometric design constraints. TxDOT, by its own analysis is 

concerned that East Loop 289 is underutilized; assigning more traffic to it may relieve the 

South Loop of excess demand. The analysis requested by TxDOT from TechMRT will 

determine if it is economically viable to reconstruct two major interchanges on the north 

and south sides of the Loop 289 and US 84 intersections.  
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Project	Description	
 

US 84’s route goes directly through the City of Lubbock via Ave. Q as depicted in Figure 

12. Truck traffic from Dallas and east of Dallas uses US 84 on its way to other 

destinations. Currently, most freight traffic coming from the south uses US 84 to connect 

to South Loop 289, I-27, or Spur 331 to deliver its goods.  

Figure 12: Route of US 84 through Lubbock 
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The two intersection locations shown in Figure 13, represented by red circles, are the 

locations that are being considered for redesign. Proper geometric designs at these two 

locations would allow for more truck traffic to use the underutilized East Loop 289 and 

alleviate congestion on South Loop 289. Currently, the interchange of Spur 331 and East 

Loop 289, on the Southeast side of town; features a very tight curve and turning 

maneuver that intimidates many truck drivers. Trucks must substantially lower speed to 

navigate the intersection, and such a decrease in speed can lead to increases in delivery 

time; if speed is not lowered, safety concerns are likely. The interchange of the North 

Loop 289 and US 84 is also not easily maneuvered by trucks and requires a decrease in 

speed, creating the same concerns as the other interchange. If these interchanges are not 

redesigned, it may be extremely difficult to reroute traffic onto East Loop 289, and traffic 

on South Loop 289 may continue to grow until over-capacity limits are reached.

 

Figure 13: Proposed Interchanges to Redesign 
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Currently, freight traffic coming from the south uses US 84 and takes a desired route at 

the Loop 289/US 84 intersection. Traffic will either diverge onto South Loop 289, MLK 

Jr. Boulevard (Blvd.) or continue on US 84. This is shown in Figure 14. With the 

proposed changes, traffic can be diverted to Spur 331, thereby encouraging the use of the 

East Loop. This will also serve to decrease traffic on South Loop 289, and greatly 

mitigating the near-capacity traffic conditions on that portion of the highway. 

 

Figure 14: Current Truck Traffic Routes: South 
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Currently, freight traffic on the north side of Lubbock entering town can only continue on 

US 84. Other traffic using the East Loop typically exits on North University Ave. and 

merges onto US 84. Traffic is forced to take one exit early, due to the difficulty of 

manuvering the US 84/Loop 289 interchange. This is shown in Figure 15. With the 

proposed changes, traffic entering Lubbock will be able to utilize the Loop, and traffic 

using the East Loop will be able to use the US 84/Loop 289 interchange to merge onto 

US 84. 

 

Figure 15: Current Truck Traffic Routes: North 
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The proposed route for both through truck traffic and loading/unloading truck traffic is 

shown in Figure 16. Trucks will be able to easily merge onto Spur 331 in the south and 

connect to East Loop 289 before exiting the loop on the north side to continue on US 84.  

 

Figure 16: Proposed Truck Route 

In the area in between I-27 and East Loop 289, there are a multitude of distribution 

warehouses which serve many of the trucks entering Lubbock. Due to the geometric 

design constrains at the intersection of Spur 331 and Loop 289, very few large tractor 

trailers use East Loop 289 to deliver goods, as depicted in Figure 14. On the north side 

trucks take one exit early to avoid the US 84/Loop 289 intersection as depicted in Figure 
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15. As an alternative, trucks usually take smaller collector roads which connect to the 

arterials to get to their destination.  

Through this preliminary analysis, it is apparent that improvements to existing 

transportation infrastructure can significantly improve traffic flow through the city along 

the Southeast – Northwest corridor. However, it is not yet significantly affecting the 

traffic operations on the major highways and arterial road network in Lubbock. Over 

time, though, the problems have the potential of escalating and causing serious increases 

in delay and safety concerns. The ADT on South Loop 289 already exceeds 100,000 vpd 

and is continually increasing. The information in this study will ultimately determine the 

necessary action required. 

Survey	
 

The researchers needed to gather trip generation data in order to properly assess freight 

movement within the city and to better understand how re-routing US-84 will impact 

current and future truck travel patterns. The best method to determine this data is to 

conduct a detailed truck survey. A survey of local distribution centers, warehouses, 

businesses, and truck companies was conducted. The information collected from the 

survey will be used to develop local truck trip generation rates, and in the evaluation of 

truck travel patterns within the Lubbock area. The survey gathered specific information 

about the number of daily trips, origins and destinations, peak months, and types of 

commodity transported. A total of 107 companies were selected for participation in the 

survey. This list was compiled from local directories. The survey was carried out using 

face-to-face interviews conducted by seven undergraduate students over the course of 

four weeks. This method yielded a return survey response of 56 percent. Some of the 

reasons for this rate of return are as follows: 

 The facility is no longer in business 
 The person best suited to partake in the survey is unwilling or unable to 

participate 
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In an effort to ensure the validity of the information collected in the survey, the students 

were given specific instructions on how to approach the participants, and whom to 

interview (transportation managers, logistics supervisors, etc.), and outcome expected 

from each item in the questionnaires. The students were given the option to either phone 

ahead to make an appointment for an interview or to walk in and ask to speak with an 

appropriate representative of the company. They were trained on how to clarify the 

survey questions if the participants were unsure of how to respond, and to ask the same 

question in different ways until they obtained a satisfactory response. However, they 

were instructed to skip questions the participants were unwilling to answer.   

Of the 61 companies that participated in the survey, 34 percent are 

warehouses/distribution centers, 25 percent are truck companies, and 41 percent are 

retailers. A survey was developed for each land-use category (see Appendix for complete 

survey).  

Summary	of	Data	Collected	
 

 Warehouse/Distribution Center 

Twenty one warehouses/distribution centers were surveyed. The first few questions of the 

survey were intended to gather some general information about the business and the 

person participating in the survey. Next, the participants were asked about the nature of 

the facility’s operation. The responses are summarized in Table 31. 

Table 31: Nature of Operation Response Summary 

Nature of Operation 
Number of 
Responses 

Percentage 
(%) 

Warehouse 4 19 
Distribution Center 13 62 
Manufacturing 2 9.5 
Marketing Only (No or little truck activity) 2 9.5 
Total 21 100 
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Table 32 summarizes the number of days that the facility operates in a week, the number 

of employees that work at the facility, and the approximate square footage of the facility. 

The participants were given the option to indicate whether it is a small, medium, or large 

facility. 

Table 32: Number of Operational Days, Number of Employees, and Size of Facility 

          

 Number of Operational days per Week 
Number of 
Responses 

Percentage 
(%) 

 

  1-4 0 0   
  5 16 76   
  6 3 14   
  7 2 10   
  Total 21 100   
        

 Number of Employees 
Number of 
Responses 

  

  1 1    
  3 1    
  4 2    
  10 1    
  11 1    
  12 2    
  13 1    
  15 1    
  30 1    
  40 1    
 75 1   
 100+ 1   
  105 1    
 175 1   
  180 1    
  200 1    
 Undisclosed 3   
  Total 21    
        

  
Approximate square footage of facility 

(or) Small/Medium/Large 
Number of 
Responses 

Percentage 
(%)   

  8,000 sq feet 1 5   
 120,000 sq feet 1 5  
  261,360 sq feet 1 5   
  500,000 sq feet 1 5   
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  740,520 sq feet 1 5   
  871,200 sq feet 1 5   
  Small 2 9   
  Medium 9 42   
  Large 4 19   
  Total 21 100   
          

  

The next item on the survey asks about the types of commodities that are transported in 

and out of the facility. The responses are summarized in Table 33.  

 
Table 33: Types of Commodities Transported 

Types of Commodities Number of Responses Percentage (%) 

Raw agricultural and animal products 2 10 
Food products, alcohol, and tobacco 5 23 
Chemicals and chemical products 2 10 
Manufactured metal and metal products 6 28 
Other manufactured products 4 19 
Petroleum products 0 0 
Auto Parts 2 10 
Total 21 100 

 

The participants were then asked about the types and number of trucks going in and out 

of their facility on a daily basis. They were provided with a vehicle classification sheet to 

help them identify the types of trucks that transport commodities to and from their 

location of business. They were also asked to specify the time periods during which 

trucks arrive to, and leave from their facility. The responses are summarized in Table 34.  
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Table 34: Truck Activity to and from Facility 

 Identify the types of trucks that go in and out of your facility.    
 

Type of Truck 
Number of Companies that reported 

use of Truck    
 

 Two Axle, 6-Tire Unit 6     
 Three Axle Single Unit 6     
 Four or More Axles Unit 3     
 Three or four Axles Trailer 5     
 Five Axle Single Trailer 11     
 Six or More Axles, Single 

Trailer 
9 

   
 

 Five or Less Axles, Multi-
Trailer 

1 
   

 

        
 How many trucks go in and out of your facility on a typical workday?    
 Number of Trucks going into facility 

(daily) 
Number of responses    

 

 1 to 2 5     
 3 to 5 9     
 10 to 15 2     
 15 to 20 3     
 30 1    
 Undisclosed 1     
 Number of Trucks leaving daily Number of responses    

 

 1 to 2 2     
 3 to 5 7     
 10 to 15 6     
 15 to 20 2    
 30 to 40 1     
 Undisclosed 1     
        
 Identify the time periods during which trucks arrive to, and leave your facility.    

 Time Periods for Truck Arrival 
Number of 
Responses 

Time Periods for 
Truck Departure 

Number of Responses  

 12:00 a.m. – 3:00 a.m. 0 12:00 a.m. – 3:00 a.m. 1  
 3:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m. 3 3:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m. 3  
 6:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 6 6:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 3  
 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 3 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 0  
 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 0 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 2  
 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 3 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 1  
 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 0 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 0  
 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. 0 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. 0  
 

No specific time period 6 
No specific time 
period 11 
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The participants were also asked about the trucks’ origins and destinations. They were 

asked to specify the number of trucks that travel from each origin and the number of 

trucks that travel to each destination on a daily basis. Most of the respondents stated that 

their trucks travel long distances and that the daily origins and destinations of the trucks 

vary depending on their customers’ needs. The most common origins and destinations 

provided by the participants are summarized in Table 35. 

Table 35: Most Common Origins and Destinations Reported 

Number of 
Companies 

Common Destinations 
Reported 

Number of 
Companies 

Common Origins 
Reported 

4 Abilene, TX 1 Abilene, TX 
1  Alpine, TX  2 Amarillo, TX 
7 Amarillo, TX 3 Dallas, TX 
1  Big Spring, TX  1 El Paso, TX 
1  Crosby County, TX  1 Flowermound, TX 
1  Dalhart, TX  4 Houston, TX 
3 Dallas, TX 2 Lubbock, TX 
1 Dumas, TX 2 Midland, TX 
1 Eastland, TX 1 San Antonio, TX 
1 Edinburg, TX 1 Seguin, TX 
1 El Campo, TX 3 Chicago, IL 
2 Lamesa, TX 1 Springfield, IL 
2 Levelland, TX 1 Crawfordsville, IN 
8 Lubbock, TX 1 Sioux falls, SD 
1 Matador, TX 1 Tunica, MS 
1 Munday, TX 1 Saint Louis, MO 
1 Perryton, TX 1 Fort Collins, CO 
2 Plainview, TX 2 Los Angeles, CA 
2 San Angelo, TX 1 Alabama 
1 Seminole, TX 1 Florida 
1 Slaton, TX 1 Georgia 
1 Snyder, TX 2 Louisiana 
2 Albuquerque, NM 1 Mississippi 
3 Clovis, NM 1 Pennsylvania 
1 Hobbs, NM 1 Mexico City, Mexico 
1 Oklahoma City, OK   
1 Garden City, KS   
1 Pasadena, CA   
1 California   
1 Tennessee   
1 Canada   
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 Truck Company 

Fifteen truck companies were surveyed. Like the warehouse/distribution center survey, 

the first few questions were designed to gather some general information about the 

company, and the person participating in the survey. All of the companies surveyed, 

except one, owned their own trucks. Table 36 summarizes the number and types of trucks 

owned or used by the truck companies that took part in the survey.  

Table 36: Number and Types of Trucks Owned/Used by Companies that 
Participated in Survey 

Participating 
Company 

Number of 
Trucks 

Types of Trucks 

1 3 Three or four axles trailer; six or more axles single trailer 
2 3 Four or more axles unit 
3 4 Five axle single trailer 
4 8 Pick-ups (Two axle four tire unit) 
5 9 Three or four axles trailer; five or less axles multi-trailer 
6 11 Three axle single unit: five axle single trailer 
7 12 Five axle single trailer; five or less axles multi-trailer 
8 18 Five axle single trailer 
9 35 Five axle single trailer 

10 
700 
(Nationwide) Five axle single trailer 

11 Undisclosed Six or more axles single trailer 
12 Undisclosed Five axle single trailer; six or more axles single trailer 

13 Undisclosed 
Three or four axles trailer; five axle single trailer; six or more axles 
single trailer 

14 Undisclosed Three or four axles trailer; six or more axles single trailer 
15 Undisclosed Five axle single trailer 
 
Next, the participants were asked about the types of commodities that their trucks 

transport.  The responses are summarized in Table 37. 
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Table 37: Types of Commodities Transported 

Types of Commodities Number of Responses Percentage (%) 

Raw agricultural and animal products 1 7 
Food products, alcohol, and tobacco 5 33 
Chemicals and chemical products 0 0 
Manufactured metal and metal products 6 40 
Other manufactured products 0 0 
Petroleum products 1 7 
Documents 2 13 
Total 15 100 

  

The questions that followed relate to the number of daily trips made by the trucks, the 

time periods for trips made, and their origins and destinations. The participants were 

asked to provide the most common origins where their trucks pick up their loads and the 

most common destinations where their trucks make their deliveries. They were asked to 

specify the number of trucks starting from each origin city, and the number of trucks 

going to each destination city. They were also asked to provide the names of the local 

businesses (if any) to which they provide service. Most respondents were not willing to 

disclose that information due to privacy-related concerns. Table 38 summarizes the 

number of daily truck trips reported and typical time periods for truck trip activities. 

Table 39 also summarizes the most common origins and destinations provided by the 

participants.  
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Table 38: Number of Daily Truck Trips 

 How many pick-ups and deliveries do your trucks make on a typical workday?  
 Daily Number of 

pick-ups 
Number of responses  

Daily Number of 
Deliveries 

Number of 
responses 

 

 1 to 5 5  1 to 5 4  
 6 to 10 2  6  to 10 1  
 11 to 15 2  11 to 15 2  
 16 to 20 2  16 to 20 2  
 35 to 45 2  35 to 45 1  
 80 1  100 to 120 3  
 Undisclosed 1  Undisclosed 2  
  

Identify the time periods during which your trucks leave to pick up their loads, and those during which 
your trucks make their deliveries. 

 

 
Time Periods When 

Trucks Leave to Pick 
up Loads 

Number of 
Responses 

 
Time Periods When 

Trucks Make Deliveries 
Number of 
Responses 

 

 12:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. 1  12:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. 2  
 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 1  9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 2  
 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 1  12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 0  
 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 1  6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 0  
 No specific time period 11  No specific time period 11  
       
 

Table 39: Most Common Origins and Destinations 

Number of 
Companies 

Common Destinations 
Reported 

Number of 
Companies 

Common Origins Reported 

2 Abilene, TX 1 Abernathy, TX 
2 Amarillo, TX 1 Big Spring, TX 
1 Austin, TX 4 Dallas, TX 
1 Big Spring, TX 2 Houston, TX 
1 Brownwood, TX 2 Lubbock, TX 
3 Dallas, TX 1 Slaton, TX 
2 Houston, TX 1 Carlsbad, NM 

10 Lubbock, TX 1 Oklahoma City, OK 
1 Odessa, TX 1 Cincinnati, OH 
1 San Angelo, TX 1 Chicago, IL 
1 San Antonio, TX 1 Indianapolis, IN 
2 Clovis, NM 1 Memphis, TN 
1 Hobbs, NM 1 Alabama 
1 Los Angeles, CA 2 California 
1 Louisiana 1 Illinois 
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 Retailers 

One of the challenges faced while surveying retailers was the fact that store managers are 

limited on the information they are able to provide due to corporate restrictions. Some 

surveyors were asked to contact corporate offices and obtain written permissions to 

conduct the surveys, or were simply turned down. Despite some setbacks, however, the 

team was successful in completing twenty-five surveys of local businesses. The list of 

businesses that participated in the survey includes Wal-Mart, Target, United 

Supermarkets, CVS Pharmacies, Walgreens, and a few stores at the South Plains Mall. 

The first few questions gathered general information about the businesses and the 

participants. The respondents were then asked about the frequency of delivery during a 

regular week, and the time periods during which the store receives shipment. The 

responses to these questions are summarized in Table 40. 

Table 40: Shipment Frequency and Schedule  

       How frequently do you receive shipment during a regular week?   
    

  
Frequency of Shipment per week 

Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses (%)   

          
  Once 1 4   
  Twice 2 8   
  Three to five days 8 32   
  Six to seven days 14 56   
    
  What time periods during the day do you expect to receive your shipment? 
    

  
Shipment Delivery Time Periods 

Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses (%)   

  12:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m.  2 8    
  6:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.  13 52    
  12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.  2 8    
  6:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.  4 16    
  Throughout the day  4 16    
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Next, the participants were asked if they have peak seasons during which they receive 

more shipment than regular months. As expected, almost all of the participants reported 

experiencing higher volumes in delivery during the fourth quarter of a business year 

(October through December), as well as all major holidays.  

Most of the businesses that participated in the survey primarily get their products 

delivered by company trucks from company-operated warehouses and distribution 

centers. The participants were asked to provide the city and state of the distribution 

center/warehouse from where their trucks originate. A summary of their responses is 

presented in Table 41. 

Table 41: Distribution Center Location 

Name of Business Distribution Center 

Wal-Mart Plainview, TX 
Target Midlothian, TX 

United Supermarkets Lubbock, TX 
Family Dollar Odessa, TX 

Crest Tires DFW Airport 
Discount Tire Co. Grand Prairie, TX 

Michael’s Arts and Crafts Fort Worth, TX 
Sears Garland, TX 
Bealls Jacksonville, TX 

JCPenny Cedar Hill, TX 
Barnes and Noble Reno, NV and Dallas, TX 
CVS Pharmacies Houston, TX and Waxahachie, TX 

Walgreens Conroe, TX 
 

 On-Site Surveys 

The research team also conducted a road-side survey at a gas station (Flying J on 4th 

Street) and a visual survey at the interchange of Spur 331 and East Loop 289. Although 

these surveys did not provide quantifiable data, they did provide some insight into truck 

traffic patterns. Although many truckers avoid East Loop 289 in favor of US 84, some 

trucks still use East Loop 289 due to the shorter travel time along that loop. This shows 
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that it may be possible to divert more traffic onto that alternative route if better geometric 

designs are provided. 
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TransCAD	Models:	O‐D	Analysis	
 

Using the data gathered from the survey, several TransCAD models were created to 

model the results quantitatively.  

To better understand the viability of interchange redesign or traffic reassignment through 

the city, O-D analysis for truck traffic was gathered. Figure 17 displays the locations of 

businesses that participated in the survey for this project. These are businesses that have 

been identified as being representative of the major truck trip generating activities in the 

city. As can be seen in this figure, many of these locations are concentrated along US 84 

and Quaker Ave. within the city.  

 

Figure 17: Truck Traffic Survey Objects in Lubbock 
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The number of daily pick-ups and deliveries reported by the businesses, truck companies, 

and warehouses that participated in the survey are presented in Figures 18-20. Almost all 

of the companies that were surveyed use in-house trucks. Therefore, the trucks begin 

their trips from the locations shown in Figures 18-20 to pick up freight from various parts 

of the country, and continue to make their deliveries to the local businesses that they 

service. As can be seen in the figure, truck traffic generated by the truck companies is 

more concentrated on the eastern side of town along US 84 than anywhere else. 

 

Figure 18: Truck Traffic Produced and Attracted by Businesses in Lubbock 

For businesses in Lubbock, truck traffic is largely concentrated along US 84, although a 

number of businesses that generate and receive truck traffic are located along the South 

Loop, which is shown through Figure 19. Approximately hundreds of trucks enter the 

city from the north and south, likely along US 84, while the majority of businesses that 

receive trucks are located along the South Loop. An estimated one hundred trucks are 

attracted to businesses on the southwestern side of Lubbock daily.  
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Figure 19: Truck Traffic Produced and Attracted by Truck Companies in Lubbock 

The amount of truck traffic produced and attracted by truck companies in Lubbock is 

shown in Figure 20. These production and attraction zones are largely concentrated along 

US 84. The majority of trips are clearly generated outside of town to the southeast. 

However, the primary points of attraction are along US 84 in town. Approximately 125 

trucks, based off the figure, are attracted to truck companies along US 84 in the city, 

while a smaller amount are attracted to other areas. This may demonstrate that rerouting 

truck traffic in the city may not be simple due to the fact that the end trip for these trucks 

is near the center of the city along US 84. Truck companies seem to not provide as much 

traffic to South Loop 289. 
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Figure 20: Truck Traffic Produced and Attracted by Warehouses in Lubbock 

Some interesting O-D results are shown in Figure 20. It appears that the largest amount of 

truck traffic generated by warehouses is produced along US 84 within the city. The 

majority of traffic attraction centers are located to the north and southeast of the city. 

However, a smaller number of trucks are attracted to warehouses along US 84 within the 

city. Warehouses also do not seem to contribute much traffic to South Loop 289. 

Therefore, it may be fair to assume that truck traffic bound for warehouses are typically 

produced by and attracted to warehouses outside of the city; these trucks, according to the 

figure seem to use US 84.  

Figures 21-23 show the O-D analysis lines for truck traffic through the city for 

businesses, truck companies, and warehouses, respectively. These figures support the 

findings in this section. 
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Figure 21: Truck Traffic O-D for Businesses in Lubbock 

 

Figure 22: Truck Traffic O-D for Truck Companies in Lubbock 
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Figure 23: Truck Traffic O-D for Warehouses in Lubbock 

The truck traffic produced by and attracted to businesses, truck companies, and 

warehouses is largely concentrated along US 84, as seen in Figures 21-23. Traffic is not 

completely congested within the city, but it is likely that when truck traffic increases, 

more tucks will continue to use US 84 rather than South or East Loop 289.  

Increase	in	Traffic	Volume	and	Imbalance	in	Traffic	Location	
 

Current traffic volumes are significantly higher on US 84 than on the East Loop 289, 

according to traffic volume data from 2010. Additionally, traffic data from 2010 shows 

that total traffic flow is largely concentrated in southwest Lubbock, with traffic on many 

links, especially along South Loop 289 reaching over 10,000 vpd. Some links of South 

Loop 289 even reach 100,000 vpd. Figure 24 demonstrates that there are between 4,401 

and 10,000 vpd on US 84 entering town, versus the less than 2,700 vehicles that use the 

East Loop 289. Figure 25 shows that traffic production and attraction is largely 

concentrated within the city, although much of it is in the southwest. This could explain 

the larger traffic volumes along the South and West Loop 289. These data indicate that 

East Loop 289 is significantly underutilized when compared to other major routes. 
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Figure 24: Traffic Flow in Lubbock in 2010 

 

 

Figure 25: Traffic Production and Attraction in Lubbock in 2000 
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It can be assumed from the population growth data that traffic will greatly increase along 

the southwestern routes of the city, which will likely result in a decreased use of East 

Loop 289. Figure 26 depicts the total predicted traffic flow in 2030. Figure 27 shows the 

daily projected changes in traffic trends in Lubbock for 2030 when compared to 2010. 

 

Figure 26: Traffic Flow in Lubbock in 2030 
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Figure 27: Daily Traffic Flow Change between 2010 and 2030 

As can be seen in these figures, traffic along US 84 within the city, as well as along South 

Loop 289, will remain above 100,000 vpd and will likely increase. However, it is 

unlikely that rerouting traffic onto East Loop 289 would solve this problem because most 

of the truck origins and destinations are concentrated along US 84. It is doubtful that 

rerouting will reduce traffic from South Loop 289. Figure 27 specifically illustrates that 

traffic concentrated to the west of US 84 is going to increase in the future. Portions of US 

84, along with the majority of South Loop 289, will likely see increases in daily traffic 

greater than 4,000 vpd. Figure 28 shows the total flow rate change for traffic between 

2010 and 2030.  
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Figure 28: Traffic Flow Rate Change between 2010 and 2030 

 

As Figure 28 shows, the flow rate is likely to reach a level of 0.4 along South Loop and 

US 84. Similarly, the v/c ratios along North, South, and West Loop 289, as well as US 

84, will be close to1.00. Although congestion around South Loop 289 is likely to 

increase, rerouting traffic onto East Loop 289 would not likely address the problem 

because truck traffic has no need to use East Loop 289 due to the current location of 

origins and destinations. The increased land development along the southwestern part of 

the city will also likely cause an increase in trip ends to that part of the city, as well as 

locations further beyond the heart of the city, as shown in Figure 29. This could likely 

increase congestion along routes leading to the southwest, such as South Loop 289, and 

decrease traffic along East Loop 289. 
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Figure 29: Traffic Production and Attraction in Lubbock for 2030 

 

 Table 43: Peak Hour v/c Ratios by Section Table 42: Daily v/c Ratios by Section 
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 Tables 42 and 43 give a detailed summary of both the v/c ratio and traffic volumes for 

each highway section analyzed for both daily and peak hour scenarios. Figure 30 defines 

each section, where each is depicted as a differently colored segment in Figure 30. For 

example “South Loop” as defined in Tables 42 and 43 refers to the red roadway segment 

shown in Figure 30.  

 

 

Figure 30: Section Key Map 

 

The trends from Tables 42 and 43 are; the South Loop Peak Hour v/c ratio is gradually 

increasing over time up to 0.616 in 2030. The East Loop has a very slow growth; almost 

negligible assuming current geometric conditions exist. US 84 also experiences gradual 

growth over the next 20 years, as I-27 has lower congestion rates in comparison to the 
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South Loop. The South Loop experiences the largest increase in Volume from 2000 to 

2030, followed by I-27.  

All these trends in growth and traffic assignment show that there is a likelihood that 

traffic conditions will need to be assessed and possibly rerouted in the coming decades. 

Not only is truck traffic directed through the city, but the total level of traffic is 

expanding away from the eastern side of town. Although trucks tend to use US 84, traffic 

is largely concentrated on that route and South Loop 289. These routes are near capacity, 

while East Loop 289 remains under capacity.  

Estimated	Truck	Traffic	Distribution	
 

From the data gathered through the survey, a series of diagrams were produced to 

graphically represent the potential truck traffic flow through the city. For this analysis all 

the major arterials in the city were analyzed. Six maps were created to better visualize the 

trends, three of these maps are for 2012, 2020, and 2030 traffic flows under current 

geometric conditions. Additionally, the truck traffic distribution for each of those years 

under the altered geometric designs is presented. Finally, the truck volumes were 

projected to future values using a traffic growth rate of 3 percent, which was calculated 

through analysis of traffic planning patterns. 
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Traffic	flow	patterns	for	2012	

 

 

Figure 32: Estimated Truck Traffic Distribution for 2012 with  

Redesigned Interchanges 

Figure 31: Estimated Truck Traffic Distribution for 2012 
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Figures 31 and 32 show approximately 100-500 trucks on the southern part of US 84 and 

less demand on the northern part of US 84. The maps also show intermittent truck traffic 

flow throughout I-27 and some scattered demand on Avenue Q and other intersecting 

streets. Since congestion is still minimal, this analysis does not show any signs of truck 

traffic being distributed differently due to the alternate interchange designs. 

Traffic	flow	patterns	for	2020	

 

Figure 33: Estimated Truck Traffic Distribution for 2020 
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Figures 33 and 34 shows slightly more trucks using parts of US 84, Avenue Q, SH 331, 

and I-27. These roadways went from 50-100 vehicles in 2012 to 100-500 vehicles using 

the roads in 2020. As in the 2012 model, no changes resulted from the new interchange 

design. 

Figure 34: Estimated Truck Traffic Distribution for 2020 with  

Redesigned Interchanges 
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Traffic	flow	patterns	for	2030	

 

Figure 35: Estimated Truck Traffic Distribution for 2030 

 

 
Figure 36: Estimated Truck Traffic Distribution for 2030 with  

Redesigned Interchanges 
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Figures 35 and 36 show that significantly more trucks may use US 84 in 2030, as parts of 

it are in the 500-1,000 vehicle range, especially in the southern part of the corridor. 

Similarly, I-27, SH 331, Avenue Q, and South Loop 289 experience higher volumes. The 

analysis shows that the redesign of the interchanges will not encourage any trucks to use 

alternate routes, such as East Loop 289. 

Summary	of	Results	
 

The results show the demand continually increasing year after year; however, the 

calculated 20 year projections show that the trucks will continue to use the same routes as 

used currently. Therefore, truck traffic will not be impacted based on this traffic planning 

analysis. Although not verified by quantified impact analysis, it is assumed that improved 

interchange geometry may encourage some truck drivers to use the new interchange. The 

proposed method would have been helpful in calculations of the v/c ratios especially for 

the US 84 corridor and Avenue Q. This method would have given even more reliable 

results than the ones found in this report, with little additional information. 
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APPENDIX B 

SURVEY SHEETS 
 

Table 44: Warehouse/Distribution Center Survey Sheet 

 Warehouse/Distribution Center Questionnaire  

1. Name of Facility:  
2. Address: 
3. Name of Person Participating in Survey: 
4. Title/Position of Person Participating in Survey: 
5. Phone Number: 
6. What is the nature of your operation? 

 Trucking services 
 Distribution center 
 Warehouse 
 Other (Please specify) 

7. How many days do you operate in a week? 
 1 – 4 
 5 
 6 
 7 

8. How many employees work at this facility? 
9. What is the approximate square footage of your facility? (Or) Approximate size (small/Medium/Large) 
10. What types of commodities are transported in and out of your facility? (Check all that apply.) 

 Raw agricultural and animal products (e.g., cotton, crops, livestock, etc.) 
 Food products, alcohol, and tobacco (e.g., meat and dairy products, processed food, etc.) 
 Chemicals and chemical products (e.g., fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, etc.) 
 Manufactured metal and mineral products (e.g., metal bars, cement, concrete, etc.) 
 Other manufactured products (e.g., furniture, electronics, clothing, etc.) 
 Petroleum products (e.g., plastic, rubber, gasoline, etc.) 
 Other (Please specify) 

11. How many loading bays does your facility have? 
12. Identify the types of trucks that go in and out of your facility (check all that apply.) 

 Two Axle, 6-Tire Unit 
 Three Axle Single Unit 
 Four or More Axles Unit 
 Three or four Axles Trailer 
 Five Axle Single Trailer 
 Six or More Axles, Single Trailer 
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Table 44 Continued 

 

 

 Warehouse/Distribution Center Questionnaire continued  

13. How many trucks go in and out of your facility on a typical workday? 
        IN OUT 

 1 - 10                                                       1 - 10 
 10 - 20                                                       10 – 20 
 20 - 30                                                       20 - 30 
 30 - 40                                                       30 - 40 
 50+                                                       50+ 

14. Identify the time periods during which trucks arrive at your facility. 
 12:00 a.m. – 3:00 a.m.    12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
 3:00 a.m. – 6:00 a.m.    3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
 6:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.    6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.    9:00 p.m. – 12:00 a.m. 
 Exact time, if known               

 15. Identify the time periods during which trucks leave your facility. 
 12:00 a.m. – 3:00 a.m.    12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
 3:00 a.m. – 6:00 a.m.    3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
 6:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.    6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.    9:00 p.m. – 12:00 a.m. 
 Exact time, if known                     

16. Do you have fluctuations in truck trips during the year? 

 Yes    No 
If Yes, which month(s) are your peak periods? (Check all that apply) 

 January   May   September 

 February   June   October 

 March   July   November 

 April   August   December 
17. How far do most trucks travel to and from your facility? 

 Local (Within Lubbock County)  Long distance (Otherwise) 
OR approximate traveling radius (miles)?                           
18. List the most common destinations (City and State) for trucks leaving your facility. 
19. List the most common origins (City and State) for trucks arriving to your facility. 
20. What traffic problems related to truck movement (if any) do your drivers encounter on US-84? 
21. Is it ok to contact in the future?                                 
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Table 45: Truck Company Survey Sheet 

 

 Truck Company Questionnaire 

1. Name of Facility:  
2. Address: 
3. Name of Person Participating in Survey: 
4. Title/Position of Person Participating in Survey: 
5. Phone Number: 
6. What is the nature of your operation? 

 Trucking services 
 Distribution center 
 Warehouse 
 Other (Please specify) 

7. How many days do you operate in a week? 
 1- 4 
 5 
 6 
 7 

8. How many employees work for your company? 
9. Does your company own its trucks? 

 Yes     No 
If Yes, how many trucks does your company own?  
10. Identify the type(s) of trucks used by your company (check all that apply). 

 Two Axle, 6-Tire Unit 
 Three Axle Single Unit 
 Four or More Axles Unit 
 Three or four Axles Trailer 
 Five Axle Single Trailer 
 Six or More Axles, Single Trailer 

11. What types of commodities do your trucks transport? (Check all that apply.) 
 Raw agricultural and animal products (e.g., cotton, crops, livestock, etc.) 
 Food products, alcohol, and tobacco (e.g., meat and dairy products, processed food, etc.) 
 Chemicals and chemical products (e.g., fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, etc.) 
 Manufactured metal and mineral products (e.g., metal bars, cement, concrete, etc.) 
 Other manufactured products (e.g., furniture, electronics, clothing, etc.) 
 Petroleum products (e.g., plastic, rubber, gasoline, etc.) 
 Other (Please specify) 

12. How far do your trucks travel? 

  Local (Within Lubbock County)  Long distance (Otherwise) 
OR approximate traveling radius (miles)? 
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Table 45 Continued 

 

Truck Company Questionnaire continued 

13. How many pick-ups and deliveries do your trucks make on a typical workday? 
   PICK-UPS                                                   DELIVERIES 

 1 - 10                                                       1 - 10 
 10 - 20                                                       10 – 20 
 20 - 30                                                       20 - 30 
 30 - 40                                                       30 - 40 
 50+                                                       50+ 

14. List the most common origins (City and State) for the loads that your trucks pick up. 
15. Specify the number of trucks that originate from each starting point mentioned above on a daily basis. 
16. List the most common destination (City and State) where your trucks make their deliveries. 
17. Specify the number of trucks that deliver to each destination mentioned above on a daily basis. 
18. Do you provide service to businesses here in Lubbock? 

 Yes  No 
If yes, list the most common local businesses that you deliver to. 
19. Identify the time periods during which trucks leave to pick up their loads. 

 12:00 a.m. – 3:00 a.m.    12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
 3:00 a.m. – 6:00 a.m.    3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
 6:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.    6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.    9:00 p.m. – 12:00 a.m. 
 Exact time, if known           

20. Identify the time periods during which your trucks make their deliveries. 
 12:00 a.m. – 3:00 a.m.    12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
 3:00 a.m. – 6:00 a.m.    3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
 6:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.    6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.    9:00 p.m. – 12:00 a.m. 
 Exact time, if known                     

21. Do you have fluctuations in truck trips during the year? 

 Yes    No 
If Yes, which month(s) are your peak periods? (Check all that apply) 

 January   May   September 

 February   June   October 

 March   July   November 

 April   August   December 
22. Do your drivers use US-84? 

 Yes    No     Don’t know 
If Yes, what traffic problems related to truck movement do they encounter on US-84?                            
23. Is it ok to contact in the future?                       
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Table 46: Retail Survey Sheet 

 Retail Survey Sheet 

1. Name of Facility:  
2. Address: 
3. Name of Person Participating in Survey: 
4. Title/Position of Person Participating in Survey: 
5. Phone Number: 
6. How many days do you operate in a week? 

 1 – 4 
 5 
 6 
 7  

7. How frequently do you receive shipment during a regular week? 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 Other (Please specify) 

8. What days during the week do you receive shipment? 
9. What time periods during the day do you expect to receive your shipment? 

 12:00 a.m. – 6:00 a.m. 
 6:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
 12:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
 6:00 p.m. – 12:00 a.m. 

10. Do you have fluctuations in the frequency of shipment delivery during the year? 

 Yes    No 
If Yes, which month(s) are your peak periods? (Check all that apply) 

 January   May   September 

 February   June   October   

 March   July   November 

 April   August   December 
11. Identify the type(s) of trucks used by your company (check all that apply). 

 Two Axle, 6-Tire Unit 

 Three Axle Single Unit 

 Four or More Axles Unit 

 Three or four Axles Trailer 

 Five Axle Single Trailer 

 Six or More Axles, Single Trailer 
12. Where does your shipment begin its trip? (Please provide the City and State of your distribution center.) 
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Table 46 Continued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Retail Survey Sheet continued  

13. Do you ship products out of your establishment? 

 Yes    No 
If Yes, continue with survey. If No, This is the end of the survey 
14. What means do you use to ship products out? 

 USPS                           
 UPS                                         
 FedEx                                                                 
 Other (Please specify)          

15. How frequently do you ship products out of your establishment? 
 Once a week                            
 Twice a week                                         
 Three times a week                                                                    
 Other (Please specify)                    

16. What is/are the destination(s) for products shipped out of your establishment? (Provide City and State)             


